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Universal scaling in complex„dusty… plasmas
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The structural and dynamical properties of three-dimensional isotropic complex plasmas are investigated
kinetically within the framework of a dissipative Yukawa model. A modified Coulomb coupling parameter is
proposed whose value alone determines the location of the complex plasma melting line. This implies that the
phase transition has a universal scaling at the kinetic level. In detail, our molecular dynamics investigations
show that the system dynamics is universal~but different! in the limits of high as well as low-frictional
dissipation, while in the intermediate case it depends considerably on the dissipation rate. Issues such as the
influence of the interaction strength on the single particle diffusion constant and the applicability of dynamical
criteria for freezing are discussed.
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Complex or dusty plasmas are multicomponent plasm
consisting of charged micron-sized particles, electrons, io
and neutral atoms or molecules. Usually the particle cha
is negative and is determined by the balance of the abso
electron and ion fluxes. An order of magnitude estimate
the charge carried by an isolated particle is given by equa
the grain surface potential~with respect to the surroundin
plasma! to the electron thermal energy. For a spherical p
ticle this givesQ/e'103aTe electron charges, wherea is the
particle radius~in mm) and Te is electron temperature~in
eV!.

The interaction between highly charged particles can l
to their structural ordering, e.g., ‘‘plasma condensation’’ a
crystallization. This was predicted by Ikezi@1#. Since then
different states of complex plasmas ranging from ‘‘gase
plasmas’’ to ‘‘liquid plasmas’’ and ‘‘plasma crystals’’ wer
experimentally observed@2–8#. The transitions between dif
ferent phase states can be easily obtained experimental
controlled changes in complex plasma parameters@9–11#.
Since the dust component may be visualized and analyze
the kinetic level, complex plasmas are recognized as v
able model systems for the study of phase transitions
other collective processes including transport properties
wave phenomena.

Most theories developed to describe the properties
complex plasmas employ the so called ‘‘Yukawa mode
where negatively charged grains are confined within
plasma reactor~due to plasma positive space charge!, and
interact via isotropic screened Coulomb~or Yukawa! repul-
sive potentialsU(r )5Q2 exp(2r/lD)/r . The screening is
determined by plasma electrons and ions and the scree
length is just the corresponding Debye radiuslD . This
model gives a simplified picture of complex plasmas and
unsuited to some experiments, especially when gravity
comes important, as discussed later. However, it has pro
useful in providing general predictions in many situation
and hence it may be considered as the basis on which
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can construct more realistic models to represent actual c
plex plasmas under various conditions.

Besides complex plasmas, particles interacting with
Yukawa potential have been extensively studied in differ
physical systems ranging from elementary particles to col
dal suspensions. Not surprisingly, phase diagrams of Yuk
systems have received considerable attention. Different
merical methods@usually Monte Carlo or molecular dynam
ics ~MD! simulations# have been employed@12–15#.

It is well recognized that the static properties of Yukaw
systems are determined by two dimensionless parame
@12–14#. The first one measures the effective system te
perature and is defined asT̃5T/mvE

2D2, whereT is a real
system temperature,m is the particle mass,D5n21/3 char-
acterizes interparticle spacing in terms of their number d
sity n, andvE is the Einstein frequency. SincevE depends on
crystal structure, the fcc Einstein frequency is commo
used for reference. The other is the so-called structure
rameterk5D/lD , which is the ratio of characteristic spac
ing between particles to the screening length. This choice
parameters comes historically from the theories of colloi
suspensions. On the other hand, the ordering parameter
monly used for complex plasmas is the Coulomb coupl
parameterG5Q2/DT, which is the ratio of the Coulomb
energy of interaction between neighboring particles to th
kinetic energy. This is because the early investigations
plasma crystallization focused on one-component plas
~OCP!, which can be considered as a limiting caselD→` or
k50 of the Yukawa model. The normalized temperature a
the Coulomb coupling parameter are related byT̃
5(4pGvE

2/vpd
2 )21, where vpd5A4pQ2n/m is the dust

plasma frequency. The ratiovE/vpd is a known function of
k @13,16#. In Fig. 1 the phase diagram of Yukawa system
summarizing available numerical results is shown in
(k,G) plane. Three phases were found, depending on
values of coupling and structure parameters. For very str
coupling (G.GM , where subscriptM denotes ‘‘melting’’!
there are solid fcc and bcc phases and a fluid phase foG
,GM . The bcc phase is stable at smallk while fcc is stable
at larger k. The triple point is atk56.90 andG53.47
3103 @15#.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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Of particular interest for plasma crystal experiments is
form of the melting~crystallization! line GM5GM(k) @1,13–
18#. Recent results with OCP systems indicate that the c
tallization condition isGOCP.106 ~or 172 if the Wigner-
Seitz radius (4pn/3)21/3 is used as the length unit instead
D) @19,20#. The corresponding normalized temperature isT̃
.0.0022. Several assumptions have been made in the li
ture concerning the behavior ofGM in case of nonzerok.
Starting from the OCP limit, Ikezi assumed that one sim
has to take screening into account@1#. Then

GM5GOCP exp~k!. ~1!

Another simple argument is the following: The dimensio
less temperature is proportional to the mean squared par
oscillation amplitude in the quasiharmonic approximati
and, according to the Lindemann criterion, should be
proximately constant along the melting line. As the nume
cal values of the Einstein frequencies for the bcc and
lattices differ by less than 1% in the region where the b
lattice is stable one may assume

T̃M.T̃OCP. ~2!

Stevens and Robbins@14# used a linear fit to their numerica
data to improve this result. They obtained

T̃M5T̃OCP~110.1k!. ~3!

Finally, Vaulina and Khrapak@18# proposed to use the cha
acteristic dust lattice wave~DLW! frequency @21#, vDLW
5vpd(11k1k2/2)1/2 exp(2k/2) instead ofvE in the deter-
mination of T̃. Using the Lindemann criterion with this no
malization the dependence ofGM on k becomes

GM5GOCP

exp~k!

11k1k2/2
. ~4!

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of Yukawa systems. The symbols
open circles, bcc-fcc phase boundary data obtained by Hamag
et al. @15#; solid triangles, open squares, and solid circles, the flu
solid phase boundary data obtained by Meijer and Frenkel@17#,
Stevens and Robbins@14#, and Hamaguchiet al. @15#, correspond-
ingly; the crosses correspond to the values ofG, at which a jump of
the diffusion constant occurs in presented calculations~see text!.
The dashed lines are their fit judged by eye.
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The arguments presented in@18# cannot serve as a rigorou
justification of Eq.~4!. It is, therefore, considered as an em
pirical melting criterion.

All these estimates@Eqs.~1!–~4!# give the same~correct!
result fork50, but have a different dependence ofGM on k.
A comparison of these analytical derivations with numeri
simulation results is given in Fig. 2. One can see that wh
crystallization condition Eq.~1! is widely used in the litera-
ture, it is in poor agreement with simulation results. On t
other hand Eqs.~3! and ~4! provide good agreement. Th
functional form of Eq.~4! is simple and gives better agree
ment with numerical experiments in the range ofk relevant
of most complex plasmas experiments (k&5). Thus, it is
useful to introduce a ‘‘modified coupling parameter’’G*
5G(11k1k2/2)exp(2k). The crystallization condition is
then G* .GOCP. In this way the location of the fluid-solid
phase boundary is determined by the value ofG* alone.

The motion of dust particles in complex plasmas can
considered as a Brownian motion—modified, however,
interaction between the particles themselves. The questio
be answered is, therefore, to what extent does this interac
affect the particle dynamics. Generally speaking the dyna
cal properties of Yukawa systems are fully determined
three dimensionless parameters as can be clearly see
normalizing the equations of motion of particles to a dime
sionless form. These areG, k, and an appropriate measure
system dissipativity, which in dimensionless form can
identified asu5h/vd ~in the following u is called the dy-
namical parameter!. Hereh represents the damping rate a
sociated with the surrounding medium, andvd is some char-
acteristic frequency associated with the dust component
principle, the dust-plasma frequency or the Einstein f
quency may be used for normalization, however, for con
tency we again use the characteristic DLW frequency for t
purpose. It is shown below that this is a particularly conv
nient normalization.

e:
chi
-

FIG. 2. Melting line of Yukawa systems: Comparison of diffe
ent analytical approximations with numerical data. The symb
denote the numerical data on the fluid-solid phase boundary and
the same as those used in Fig. 1. The lines correspond to the
lytical predictions given by Eqs.~1!–~4!. The inset gives the ratio o
GM calculated using Eqs.~2!–~4! to simulation dataGM

(sim) obtained
in Ref. @15#, in the range ofk relevant for complex plasmas exper

ments2k,̃5 @Eq. ~1! gives too poor an agreement with the sim
lation and the corresponding data are not shown#.
4-2
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One of the most fundamental quantities characterizing
dynamical behavior of the system is the single particle d
fusion coefficient. This coefficient is defined asD(t)
5^@r (t)2r (0)#2&/6t, wherer (t) is the time-dependent par
ticle trajectory, and̂ •••& denotes ensemble averaging. T
diffusion constant is then

DL5 lim
t→`

D~ t !.

~The limit t→` should be treated with some care, becau
strictly speaking in a finite vessel the limit is zero.! Due to
the interaction between the particles, the value ofDL is
smaller than the bar Brownian diffusion constant for non
teracting particlesD05T/mh. In the limiting case of crys-
talline structureDL tends to zero as the displacement of p
ticles located at at the lattice sites is limited. Therefore,
dissipative systems the ratioDL /D0 appears as a natura
quantity reflecting the nature and strength of the interac
potential.

Diffusion in Yukawa systems has been studied bef
@13,16,22–24#. The problem of self-diffusion in nondissipa
tive Yukawa systems was considered in@13,16,22# ~this cor-
responds to the limitu50 of our approach, where frictiona
interaction with a background medium is ignored!. This ap-
proach may be adequate for atomic systems, but is not
tinent for colloidal systems and complex plasmas where
cous damping and random agitation from the medium
important. Note that the quantityDL /D0 is meaningless in
the limit u50, hence the normalizationD* 5DL /vED2 is
used@13,16#. The relation betweenD* and DL /D0 can be
expressed in terms ofG, k, andu, of course. The interaction
with the viscous medium was taken into account in@23,24#,
and in particular subdiffusive behavior of the time-depend
diffusion coefficient@23# and the value of the diffusion con
stant at the liquid-solid phase boundary@24# were addressed

Here we report a systematic evaluation of the diffus
coefficient of strongly coupled dissipative Yukawa syste
by means of MD simulations. The equations of motion

FIG. 3. The ratioD(t)/D0 in strongly interacting Yukawa sys
tems as a function of dimensionless time for four different values
the dynamical parameter. The simulation is fork54.84 andG
5554.7 (G* 577). The values of the dynamical parameter areu
50.13 ~1!, 0.40 ~2!, 1.2 ~3!, 3.57 ~4!. Curve 5 represents the exa
solution for an isolated particle~no interaction!.
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corporating the interaction between the particles throu
Yukawa potential and the interaction with the medium we
solved numerically in three-dimensional~3D!. The interac-
tion with the medium was represented by the Langevin for
consisting of two terms, of which one describes system
friction, and the other is the random force describing t
stochastic action of the medium. The latter is usually ass
ated with individual collisions with neutral atoms or mo
ecules, but in principle can have other origins such as pla
electric field fluctuations, charge fluctuations etc. This ra
dom term was modeled by ad-correlated Gaussian whit
noise whose amplitude determined the system temperatu
cubic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions w
used to emulate a large system and to reduce the influenc
boundary effects. In order to reduce the computational tim
the potential of interaction was cut off at distances exceed
3.75D. This does not lead to considerable errors atk*1
@13,15#. The diffusion coefficient was determined by appr
priate averaging over particle trajectories.

In usual laboratory experiments the ionization fraction
very low, a i;102621027. Hence friction should be mostly
due to dust-neutral collisions and the damping rate is gi
by the Epstein expression@25#. For typical dust parameter
a;1 mm, m;10211 g, Q/e;103, andn;105 cm23, and
for typical bulk plasma parametersTi;0.03 eV, ni;108

2109 cm23, and lD;lDi , one obtains the range forG*
;302180 andk;1.525. In the neutral gas pressure ran
0.01–0.1 Torr the dynamical parameter isu;0.0421. Based
on these estimates, the simulations were performed for
values of structure parameterk52.42 andk54.84 and for a
set of values of dynamical parameteru5 0.044, 0.13, 0.4,
1.2, and 3.6. The coupling parameter was varied over a w
range.

Figure 3 shows the typical time dependence of the ra
D(t)/D0 for four different values ofu. This behavior is
compared with the exact analytical solution of a single p
ticle Langevin equation which givesD(t)/D0512@1
2exp(2t)#/t, where t5ht is dimensionless time. In al
cases the particle motion is ballistic at short timesD(t)}t.
When the interparticle interactions are present, the diffus
coefficient reaches a maximum value at a fewt and then
decreases monotonically approachingDL at larget. Similar
intermediate subdiffusive regimes indicating strongly cor
lated motion were previously reported for nondissipative
well as dissipative Yukawa systems@13,23#. From Fig. 3 it
follows that increasing friction enhances the subdiffusive
gime, in agreement with@23#.

Our main results are summarized in Fig. 4 which sho
the behavior of the diffusion constant as a function of t
interaction strength. As the coupling increases the diffus
constant decreases. At some point it experiences an ab
jump—decreases by several orders of magnitude in the v
narrow range ofG* . This jump takes place at 102,G*
,105.5 and is indicated in Fig. 4. This is very close to t
value needed for crystallizationGM* .106 as discussed abov
and shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the jump in the diffusion co
stant marks the first-order phase transition~crystallization!.

Figure 4 also shows that the value ofDL /D0 is com-
pletely determined by the parametersG* and u and is not

f
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VAULINA, KHRAPAK, AND MORFILL PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016404 ~2002!
separately dependent onk. Moreover, if the dissipation rate
is not too small, i.e.,u*ucr.0.5, the ratio ofDL /D0 in
strongly coupled complex plasmas becomes practically in
pendent ofu as well. In the range 50&G* ,GM* we find a
simple linear dependence

DL /D05e~12G* /GM* !1d, ~5!

with the parameterse.0.3 andd.0.1. Figure 4 shows tha
the numerical results tend to this approximate express
~solid line! asu increases.

At lower-dissipation rates (u&ucr) the diffusion constant
becomes dependent onu and the values ofDL /D0 decrease.
It is instructive to compare our results with those obtained
the limiting case of nondissipative Yukawa systems. R
cently Ohta and Hamaguchi@16# used the following expres
sion to fit their numerical data:

D* 5a~GM /G21!b1g, ~6!

with a50.0132,b51, andg50.003 17@16#. The compari-
son of our numerical simulations with this approximation
shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that with decreasingu the values
of D* tend towards the fit of Ref.@16#. Therefore, the be-
havior of the diffusion constant is universal in the limits
high as well as low-system dissipativity, and the distincti
is given only by the value of parameteru.

Using the simulation data we can speculate about the
plicability of a so-called dynamical criterion for freezing
This simple criterion, close in spirit to the Lindemann crit
rion, was proposed by Lo¨wen et al. @24#. It states that the
ratio DL /D0 has a universal value of approximately 0
along the fluid freezing line and is suggested to be the o
freezing criterion that holds simultaneously in three and t
dimensions@26#. It was confirmed by Brownian dynamic
simulations of highly dissipative Yukawa systems as well

FIG. 4. The ratioDL /D0 for strongly interacting Yukawa sys
tems as a function of the modified coupling parameterG* for dif-
ferent values ofu. Solid symbols correspond tok52.42 while open
symbols correspond tok54.84. The values of the dynamical pa
rameter areu50.044 ~circles!, 0.13 ~squares!, 0.4 ~diamonds!, 1.2
~triangles!, 3.6 ~inverted triangles! @only shown fork52.42#. The
solid line denotes a simple linear approximation of the numer
data in the limit of largeu ~see text!. The dotted line corresponds t
DL /D050.1. The arrow atG* 5105.5 marks the point at which th
diffusion coefficient has decreased abruptly.
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by forced Rayleigh scattering experiments on char
stabilized colloidal suspensions@24#. We have marked the
line DL /D050.1 in Fig. 4. Note that asG* approachesGM* ,
DL /D0 tends to this value in the limit of strongly dissipativ
systems, whereas it is lower for systems with lower dissi
tion. Thus our numerical simulations support this criteri
only for highly dissipative systemsu*ucr . Hence we con-
clude that the dynamical criterion for freezing is indeed w
applicable for~strongly damped! colloids or suspensions, bu
may fail when applied to complex plasmas~where the back-
ground friction is many orders of magnitude smaller than
colloids!. Figure 5 shows that one may think of constructi
a dynamical criterion for freezing also in a caseu→0. The
results of Ohta and Hamaguchi suggest that it could be
mulated in terms ofD* , with D* .0.0032 at the fluid crys-
tallization line. Our present results support this suggest
~see Fig. 5!.

Finally, we make some comments on the applicability
Yukawa systems as models of real experimental comp
plasmas. The direct application of our results is restricted
the situation of dust structures formed in a bulk isotrop
plasma. In most ground-based experiments, however,
particles can be supported against gravity only in a t
boundary layer, e.g., the sheath region above the electro
Strong vertical confinement then prevents the formation
large 3D dust structures~see, however,@8#!. In addition, the
sheath region is characterized by strong anisotropy and
personic ion flow. Consequently, the interaction between p
ticles is strongly anisotropic: wake effects@27# and particle
polarization@28# may be important. The confinement profi
may also play some role, especially near the dust clo
boundary.

Even in an isotropic homogeneous plasma the interac
potential may be different from the Yukawa form due to t
violation of plasma equilibrium associated with the contin
ous absorption of electrons and ions on the particle surfa
Not only may the long-range asymptotic of the potential
different, but also a long range attractive interaction betwe
a pair of particles—the so-called ‘‘shadow force’’ is possib
@29,30#. Nevertheless, there exists some experimen
@10,31# and theoretical@32# evidence that a Yukawa typ

l

FIG. 5. Normalized diffusion constantD* as a function ofG* .
The symbols are the same as those used in Fig. 4. The solid
corresponds to the scaling proposed by Ohta and Hamaguchi@16# in
the limit u50. The dotted line corresponds toD* 50.003 17.
4-4
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UNIVERSAL SCALING IN COMPLEX ~DUSTY! PLASMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 016404 ~2002!
potential is a reasonable assumption for an isotropic plas
at least at distances less than a few Debye lengths~which
holds for most of the complex plasma experiments!. Hence
we conclude that Yukawa models are most suited for co
plex plasmas under microgravity conditions and experime
with fine powders.

Our major results may be formulated as follows. A simp
form of the crystallization condition in terms of a modifie
coupling parameter was introducedG* .GOCP. This form is
in good agreement with the simulation results of differe
authors. The diffusion in strongly coupled Yukawa syste
was studied by means of MD simulations. It was found t
in the case of high dissipation (u*ucr) the ratio DL /D0
behaves universally: it depends only on the value ofG* .
Also, near crystallizationDL /D0.0.1, in agreement with the
dynamical criterion for freezing@24#. The critical value of
the dynamical parameter was found to beucr.0.5. In the
nd

s.

. E

01640
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limit of low dissipation, u→0, the behavior ofDL /D0 is
again universal and our results approach to those of Ohta
Hamaguchi for non-dissipative Yukawa system@16#. In the
transition region the diffusion constant also depends onu
itself and no obvious dynamical criterion for freezing exis

These results are of fundamental interest and will be u
ful both for analyzing recent experimental data on parti
diffusion and for developing methods of complex plasm
diagnostics. The universal behavior of the single particle d
fusion constant, which can be easily determined experim
tally, makes this idea rather attractive. Especially, the p
sented results may be of importance in understanding
structural and dynamical properties of 3D complex plas
clouds in experiments under microgravity conditions.

This work was partly supported by INTAS under Gra
No. 2000-0522.
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